
WIDESCREEN
B L I N DS

TAKE THE
I N S I D E  O U T



WIDESCREEN

EXTERNAL SIDE RETAINED ZIP BLIND

WideScreen uses a 105mm 
tube to achieve widths up 
to 5.5m. Features include a 
height adjustable idle end 
and a clip-on side channel 
for face fix installation.

Available with a 150mm 
cassette or with open 

brackets.  

The specially designed YKK 
Zip provides a secure retention 

system while the independent 
teeth minimise the zip gathering 

as it rolls on the tube.

Reveal fix installations use a 
U channel to compensate for 

uneven openings.

The fabric is retained inside 
the channel. This allows you 
to raise and lower the blind 
to any position, offering 
increased light, wind, and 
rain protection. WideScreen 
also provides protection 
against insects when in the 
down position.

The 25mm blade seal at 
the bottom of the blind 
compensates for uneven 
floors by providing a flexible 
bottom seal.



WIDESCREEN

SpiceNougat

Basalt

Mocha Blackstone

Chalk

Monument

Woodland Grey

Silver Sky

Monument

Greystone

Blackstone

Basalt

Shale Grey

Ash

Surfmist

Platinum

Macchiato

EXTERNAL SIDE RETAINED ZIP BLIND

• Motorised or Crank control.
• Zip system provides wind, weather and insect protection.
• Choice of Mode and Mode Zero Fabrics.
• Maximum Size Motorised 5.5m wide by 3.4m length.
• Maximum Size Crank Control 4m wide by 2.4m length.

FABRIC CHOICES

MODE

Reduce solar heat gain by up to 99% | Protect from the sun while you still enjoy your view | Provide outdoor atmosphere 
and indoor climate control | Allow light and cool breezes to filter through | Exceptional resistance to weather conditions | 
10 Year Warranty.

FABRIC CHOICES

MODE ZERO

Mode Zero is a zero percent open mesh. It provides complete privacy and the ultimate protection from the sun. | Control 
heat, wind and rain by keeping your blinds closed. Leave them halfway to retain your view and keep shade over your 
outside area | 10 Year Warranty.



REFLECT YOUR STYLE

Style: a distinctive appearance, 
typically determined by the 

principles according to which 
something is designed.


